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Department 
: E+ 2’, the subsets I of E such 
that 11’1 c r&9(1’)) - k for all non-empty subsets I’ of I are the independent sets of a matroid 
on E. This matroid is said to be k-induced on Q by 4. The aim of this paper is to prove that if 
k and n are nonnegative integers and M is a matroid (k + n)-induced on Q, then M is 
k-induced on the nth Dilworth truncation of Q. As a consequence, if M is l-induced on a free 
matroid, then M is O-induced on a graphic matroid Another consequence, a generalization of a 
well-known result of Mason and Brylawski, is that for any integer k, if Q is representable over 
a field F and M is k-induced on Q, then M is representable over an extension of F. The 
converses of these statements do not hold in general. 
1. Introduction 
Familiarity with the basic concepts of matroid theory is assumed (as set forth in 
[7, 9, lo]). Undefined notation will follow that used in [lo]. The rank and closure 
of a set A in a matroid M will be denoted by r,+,(A) and cl,,,(A), respectively; or, 
if there is no risk of ambiguity, r(A) and cl(A) may be used. The simplification of 
M will be denoted by Y(M). In this paper we shall also assume that Q is always a 
matroid on the set S. 
In [ll], Whittle discusses the concept of k-induced matroids. Some relevant 
definitions and results from his paper are contained in this section, as is some 
theory for incidence functions and a relationship between inducing and 
simplification. 
Whittle (personal communication) posed the following questions: Is it true that 
a matroid is l-induced on a free matroid if and only if it is O-induced on a graphic 
matroid? If this is true, is it also true that a matroid is k-induced on a free 
matroid if and only if it is O-induced on the kth Dilworth truncation of the free 
matroid? The answers to these questions are contained in Section 2. 
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In Section 3 representability of k-induced matroids is addressed. A conjecture 
of Whittle [ll] states that if M is k-induced on Q and Q is representable over a 
field of characteristic p, then M is representable over a field of characteristic p. 
This will follow from the secondary result of this paper (Theorem 3.3) which 
states that if M is k-induced on Q and Q is representable over a field F, then M is 
representable over an extension of F. 
We call a function 4 : E + 2’ an incidence function. Define #(A) for all A c E 
bY 
G(A) = ,I;J, G(a). 
If the reader is more comfortable using bipartite graphs, an incidence function 
from E to 2” can be thought of in terms of a simple bipartite graph on E x S, with 
the neighbors of an element a of E being the subset #(a) of S. 
It is well known that $ induces a matroid M on the set E (see [2, 3, 9, ll]), the 
independent sets being all subsets A of E such that r,(#(A’) 3 iA’1 for all 
non-empty subsets A’ of A. Whittle [ll] stated that, for any integer k, 
{A c E: ro(#(A’)) -k 2 JA’J f or all A’ s A with A’ # 0} also forms the set of 
independent sets of a matroid on E (see [3]). This matroid is denoted by 
Mk(Q, E, $I) and is denoted called the matroid k-induced on Q by @. 
Examples. Matroids which are O-induced are the well-studied matroids (see 
[6-111). Important classes of induced matroids include transversal matroids and 
bicircular matroids of graphs. The class of graphic matroids consists of the 
l-induced matroids of the form M,(Q, E, v), and where Q is the free matroid on 
the vertices of a graph, E is the set of edges of the graph, and r@ is the incidence 
function of the graph. 
Whittle [ll] proved that every set A in Mk(Q, E, @) has the property that 
r(A) < ro($(A)) - k. In this paper a subset A of E will be referred to as normal 
in Mk(Q, E, #) if r(A) = ro(@(A)) - k. The concept of normal subsets will be 
paramount in the proof of the main theorem. In particular, the following result of 
Whittle [ll] will be used. 
Proposition 1.1. The following are normal subsets in Mk(Q, E, $I): 
(i) circuits having more than one element, 
(ii) sets of the form C - x where C is a circuit and ICI > 1, and 
(iii) connected sets which have more than one element. 
From the incidence function C$ : E + 2’ we derive another incidence function 
c$+, : E-* 2’ which is defined by 
#Cn, = (;Q(@@)) ‘I: ;;Q;:;; 2 “,; 
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This new function will be used in the proof of the main theorem when we 
substitute it for another incidence function and apply Lemma 1.2 below. The 
proofs of the next two observations are routine. 
Lemma 1.2. Zf n 6 k, then M&j, E, @) = MdQ, -5 &J. 
Proposition 1.3. The matroid M is k-induced on Q if and only if M is k-induced 
on y(Q). 
2. Dilworth truncations 
For each (n + l)-element independent subset Y in the matroid Q, let pr be a 
point, and let D,, be the set of all such points. There is a natural incidence 
function &, : D, + 2’ defined by &(py) = Y for all pu in 0,. The matroid 
n-induced on Q by En is denoted by T”‘“‘(Q). Those readers familiar with the 
Dilworth truncation will recognize that T”‘“’ (Q) is a loopless variant of the nth 
matroidal Dilworth truncation of Q (see [2]). 
Proposition 2.1. For any matroid Q, the matroid T”‘“‘(Q) is connected. 
Corollary 2.2. Zf M is (k + n)-induced on Q by C#I, then T”“‘(Q 
connected for each a in the ground set of M. 
The Dilworth truncation of a matroid is a well-studied construction (see [l-2], 
[4-61). Geometrically, its points can be thought of as the intersection of lines 
(flats of rank two) with a hyperplane in general position. Moreover, as Brylawski 
[2] and Whittle [ll] stated, the Dilworth truncation of a matroid Q is a l-induced 
matroid on Q. More explicitly, let E, = {pL 1 L is a flat of rank 2 in Q} and define 
an incidence function qj, : E, + 2’ by q,(pJ = L. Then the matroid 
MI(Q, El, ql) is the Dilworth truncation of Q. It is denoted T”(Q). This 
construction is easily generalized by letting Ei = {pF ) F is a flat of rank i + 1 in 
Q} and defining an incidence function qj : Ej + 2’ by qi(pF) = F. The n-induced 
matroid M,(Q, E,, I$~) is called the nth Dilworth truncation of Q and is denoted 
by T”(“)(Q). Note that TdCn) (Q) is isomorphic to both Td’“‘(9(Q)) and 
9’( T”‘“‘(Q)). 
Brylawski [l-2] states that the rank function of a set in the Dilworth truncation 
of Q can be determined in the following way: 
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where n(A) is the set of partitions of A into non-empty sets and, for 
no = (Al, 4, . . . , A,), 
G(A) = (,$ r~i,g* L)) -4. 
It will follow from Lemma 2.3 that this can be generalized to give the rank 
function of the nth Dilworth truncation of Q: 
'@(Q)(A) = nT$A, [rAA)l, 
where Ed and 17(A) are defined as above and 
G(A) = (2 rQ(pyA, ‘)) - V. 
i=l 
The rank function of the nth Dilworth truncation can also be derived in a manner 
analogous to the way the rank function of T”(“) (Q) 
lemma. The lemma is stated in terms of T”(“)(Q), 
is derived in the following 
since this is the matroid we 
shall use in proving the theorem that follows it. Note that the lemma generalizes 
the rank function of a graphic matroid. 
Lemma 2.3. If A is a subset of the ground set of T”‘“‘(Q) and (A Ir AZ, . . . , A,,) 
is the partition of A into its connected components, then the rank of S in T”@‘)(Q) 
ZlY 
Proof. Single-element subsets of 0, are normal in T”(“)(Q), as are connected 
subsets with more than one element. This, together with the fact that the rank of 
a set is equal to the sum of the ranks of the components of the set, proves the 
lemma. 0 
Theorem 2.4. If, for some nonnegative integers k and n, the matroid M is 
(k + n)-induced on Q, then M is k-induced on the nth Dilworth truncation of Q. 
Proof. Since M is (k + n)-induced on Q, there is a set E and in incidence 
function $J : E+ 2’ such that M = M,+,(e, E, #). From Lemma 1.2 we deduce 
that M = h+,(Q, E, &+,J. Since .9’( T”“‘(Q)) = T”“‘(Q), we further deduce 
from Proposition 1.3 that it suffices to show that 
M/c+,(Q, E, &+nJ = MO’“‘“‘(Q), E, W, 
where 8 : E + 2’ is the function defined by 
W={pYO, 1 Y-8 (k+da)l = E(T”‘“‘(Q)(~ck+n,(a))). 
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Note that &, 0 8 = #(k+nj. For brevity let M’ denote Mk( T”‘“‘(Q), E, 0) and let r, 
denote the rank function of T”‘“’ (Q). To prove the theorem, it will be shown that 
every circuit of M is dependent in M’ and that every independent set in M is 
independent in M’. 
Suppose C is a circuit in M. If (C( = 1, then # (k+n,(C) = 0. In this case 19(c) = 0 
and C is dependent in M’. Suppose IC( > 1, then Proposition 1.1 C is normal in 
M and, therefore, ra($ck+n,(C)) - (k + n) = ICI - 1. Since r&&o e(C)) = 
~o(r#++~)(C)) 7 (Cl + k + n - 1, by the remarks preceding Proposition 1.1 and 
the fact that rdcn)(Q) is n-induced on Q by &, we have that 
@(O(C)) G re(‘& 0 O(C)) - n = ICI + k - 1. 
Thus C is dependent in M’. We conclude that the circuits of M are dependent in 
M’. 
Assume Z is a non-empty independent set in M. Let (Zi)icJ be the connected 
components of T”‘“‘(Q) 1 O(Z). F rom Corollary 2.2 we have that, for each a in I, 
there is exactly one i EJ such that e(a) c Z;. Therefore, the Zi’s induce a 
partition (ZiheJ of the set I such that Zi = 6(Zi) for all i E 1. By Lemma 2.3, we 
have that r,(O(Z)) = CicJ (ro(cn(Zi)) -n). Furthermore, since 
f(zi) = En o e(Zi) = $(k+n)(Zi) 
and each Zi is independent, we have that 
+(0(Z)) - k = c (ro(En(Zi)) - n) - k 
it.1 
Thus, for each non-empty independent set Z in M, we get that rT(8(Z)) - k 2 (II. 
If I’ is a non-empty subset of I, then I’ is also independent in M and 
rr(O(Z’)) - k 2 !I’(. We conclude that, if Z is independent in M, then Z is also 
independent in M’. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Zf f or some positive integer k, the matroid M is k-induced on a free 
matroid having an n-element ground set, then M is (k - 1)-induced on the graphic 
matroid M(K,). 
Proof. The first Dilworth truncation of U,,, is M(K,) (see [6]). 0 
To see that the converses of Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 do not hold, 
consider the following example. 
Example. Let the graph K, be labeled as in Fig. 1, and let Z, denote the set 
{1,2, . . . , 7). Define an incidence function 8 : Z,-,2{e1~ez*...*e6) by O(1) = {e,}, 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
e(2) = {e2, d, o(3) = {e,>, o(4) = led, W) = IeJ, O(6) = {el, ed, and 
O(7) = {e6}. If M is the matroid O-induced on M(K,) by 8, then M has the affine 
representation shown in Fig. 2. Since M(K,) is the Dilworth truncation of U4,4, 
we only need that M is not l-induced on IJdF4. 
Suppose M is l-induced on U+, by the function C$ : I,+ 2(“1*VZ~U~~U4). Since U,., 
is a free matroid, I@(A)] = ru4,4 ($(A)) for all subsets A of I,. If a E I,, then {a} is 
an independent set in M, so I+(a)l - 1 a 1. Since { 1,2,3} is a circuit of M, from 
Proposition 1.1 we get that ]~$({l, 2, 3})] - 1 = 2. Therefore, 2s j@(l)] s 3. If we 
suppose l@(l)] = 3, then we have $({l, 2, 3)) = 4(l) = #({l, 4, 5)). Therefore, 
@({I, 2, 3, 4, 5)) = #(I), so $({2,4, 5)) G e(1). Thus l4({2, 4, 5))) s 3 and 
{2,4,5} must be dependent in M. This is a contradiction, so l@(l)] = 2. A similar 
argument shows that l+(3)] = l@(5)] = l@(7)] = 2. Since {3,5,7} is a circuit, by 
Proposition 1.1 we have that 1#({3, 5, 7))) - 1 = 2. We can quickly deduce that C$ 
is such that #(3)= {vr, u,}, e(5)= {v,, vj} and G(7)= {vi, u3}, up to a 
relabeling of the Vi’s. We also get that ]@({l, 3, 7})] = 4. Thus G(l) - 
@({3,7)) = (2141. If G(1) = { ul, uq], then 4= l#({l, 5111 s l@({L 4,5))1= 3. A 
similar argument holds for the other choices of $(l). This contradicts our 
assumption that M is l-induced on U4,4 by #. 
3. Representability 
If M is O-induced on Q and Q is representable over a field F, then M is 
representable over an extension of F (see [8]). Mason [6] stated and Brylawski [l] 
proved that if Q is representable over a field F, then the Dilworth truncation of Q 
is representable over an extension of F. 
Lemma 3.1. Given a nonnegative integer k, if Q is representable over a field F and 
M is k-induced on Q, then M is representable over an extension field of F. 
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Proof. By iteratively taking the Dilworth truncation of Q, we can obtain a 
matroid (T”)“(Q) which, as a result of the previous remarks, is representable 
over an extension of F. By iteratively applying (2.4), we get that M is O-induced 
on (T”)“(Q> d an is, therefore, representable over an extension of F. Cl 
Given an incidence function C$ : E * 2” and a matroid N on the set T, we now 
define a new incidence function #,.,, : E -+ 2”UT by eN(u) = @(a) U T. This new 
incidence function will be used to show that given a negative integer k, if M is 
k-induced on Q and Q is representable over a field F, then M is representable 
over an extension field of F. The key to this lies in the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let k be a positive integer. Then M-k(Q, E, #) = Mo(Q CB 
The following theorem is a generalization of the result of Mason and Brylawski 
mentioned in the first paragraph of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. Let k be an integer, Q be representable over a field F, and M be 
k-induced on Q. Then M is representable over an extension jield of F. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that k < 0. By Lemma 3.2 we have that M 
is O-induced on Q Cl9 I&-~. Since QKk,_, is representable over F, the result 
follows. 0 
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